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Podcasting feed now available from the iTunes music store
 

My podcasting feed "podcasting@richardhingley.com" is now listed on the iTunes
music store under "podcasts->music". This makes it even easier to subscribe to the
podcast feed as you can now use your iTunes software to search for the feed rather
than manually subscribing. To access, launch iTunes and click music store on the left,
then in search music store top right, type "Richard Hingley"

 

 
 

 

 

It will take a few seconds to find, when the link is found you can click subscribe and that's it, podcasting@richardhingley.com will be added to your
podcast section in iTunes.
 



 

Adventures of a travelling man the podcast mini series
 
 
For those of you who have been reading the blog entries on my website will know
that I have been making a video for one of my tracks called Travelling Man. The
basic concept of the video is that wherever I am in the world and there is a known
landmark then I’ll setup the video camera, jump into the same clothes (washed
obviously) and start filming playing the guitar to the track, eventually this will all  be
edited together to create a seamless montage of me jumping around the world –
the wonders of video editing. Seems simple but this has caused some interesting
experiences, from nearly being arrested in Athens, given money by a passer by
who thought I was busking in Chicago and most memorably appearing in a Red
Light district window in Amsterdam, So with so much to tell I have decided to
document these into a series of short story podcasts with each episode a tale from
each city or shoot. The first of these from Dubai is available to listen to now, you
can easily subscribe to this feed as mentioned above from the iTunes music store
or from the Podcasts section on the site.

 

Music Latest

It’s your Life

A new addition as my latest song ”it’s your life” has now been added to the music section
of the site. As always with all my tracks you can listen to an mp3 sample or read the lyrics.
To access these pages use these links.

 

"It's your life" music - http://www.richardhingley.com/music/listen/mp.3/its_your_life.mp3
"it's your life" lyrics - http://www.richardhingley.com/music/lyrics/pages/its_your_life.html

 

Members Section
 
The members section will now launch on the 1st December and not 1st November as previously mentioned, the delay is just to allow me more to
get some extra content included. For the first 6 months the members section will be free and then possibly chargeable depending on level of
activity. The members section will consist of the following;
 
 Hear new music samples before they are available to the main site.

Special discounts on album and download pricing.
Advance notice of any live dates or appearances.
Unseen video clips
Photo libraries
Official richardhingley.com merchandise
Competitions
Extras 

 

 

 and finally...
  

  I hope you keep visiting the site and please remember to send the site link to anyone you think may like the music.

 
 
and back to me...
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